STAFF ASSIGNMENTS BY PROGRAM

California Gang Reduction Intervention Prevention (CalGRIP)

diamond Colleen Curtin, Field Representative
diamond Angela Ardisana, AGPA – Program Analyst
diamond Camina Leeson, SSA – Fiscal Analyst

Community Corrections Partnership Plans (CCCP) / AB 109 Implementation / Adult Realignment

diamond Ricardo Goodridge, Field Representative

Justice Assistance Grants (JAG)

diamond Daryle McDaniel, Field Representative, Co-Lead
diamond Colleen Curtin, Field Representative, Co-Lead
diamond Veronica Silva, SSA – Fiscal Analyst

Juvenile Accountability Block Grant (JABG)

diamond Colleen Stoner, Field Representative
diamond Ermelinda Angulo, AGPA – Program Analyst
diamond Camina Leeson, SSA – Fiscal Analyst

Juvenile Justice Crime Prevention Act (JJCPA)

diamond Kimberly Bushard, Field Representative

Juvenile Reentry / Juvenile Realignment

diamond Kimberly Bushard, Field Representative

Mentally Ill Offender Crime Reduction (MIOCR)

diamond Helene Zentner, Field Representative

Proud Parenting

diamond Ricardo Goodridge, Field Representative
diamond Camina Leeson, SSA – Fiscal Analyst

Residential Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT)

diamond Colleen Stoner, Field Representative
diamond Brian Wise, AGPA – Program Analyst
diamond Camina Leeson, SSA – Fiscal Analyst

Title II – Includes Reducing Racial & Ethnic Disparities (RED), Tribal Youth Grant (TYG)

diamond Shalinee Hunter, Field Representative
diamond Rakesh Sharma, AGPA – Program Analyst
diamond Camina Leeson, SSA – Fiscal Analyst

Youthful Offender Block Grant (YOBG)

diamond Kimberly Bushard, Field Representative